GRADUATE’S INSTRUCTIONS

OPENING PROCESSIONAL – Two lines will walk slowly with a space of about 6 feet between graduates. DON’T BE IN A HURRY. You will proceed to the stage area and stand on the platform steps designated to you during rehearsal. Once all the graduates are in position on the steps you will remain standing for OPENING PRAYER.

GRADUATE’S OPENING PRAYER – Graduate doing opening prayer will step out down to the front of the graduates. A mic will be brought to you. You will lead us in prayer and after completed you will return to your place on the steps.

We will pause for picture taking of the group.

TAKING YOUR SEATS – Upon my cue the center two graduates in the first row will lead their half of the first row to their assigned seats. The center graduates in each row will follow the row in front likewise to their assigned seats. This will be rehearsed.

SPEECHES/PERFORMANCES – Graduates will be introduced in the order of the program.

DIPLOMA PRESENTATIONS – We will follow the order of diploma presentation as listed in the Program Bulletin. Your name will be announced and you will come forward in the center aisle to meet your parents at center stage. Pose with parents for pictures. Move off stage down the side aisle and return to your seat.

GRADUATE’S CLOSING PRAYER - Graduate will be introduced and come forward. All graduates should stand up for prayer together once the graduate reaches the podium. BE THE FIRST TO STAND!!

After the graduate has returned to his seat, you will be announced officially as graduates, TIME TO CELEBRATE.

CLOSING RECESSIONAL – The two graduates in the outside seats on the front row will begin the recessional exit when the music begins. All the other graduates will follow out as the line passes.

ENJOY YOUR NIGHT AND CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL OF YOU!!!